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ABSTRACT

We introduce the concept of the Complementary Fuzzy Topology
by making use of the interior and the complement operator. We discuss
and study several interesting properties of this newly introduced fuzzy
topology.
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1. lntroduction

The fuzzy concept has invaded almost all branches of mathematics
ever since the introduction of fuzzy set by Zadeh l7l. Fuzzy sets have
applications in many fields such as informations [4] and control [5]. The
theory of fuzzy topological space was introduced and developed by Chang

[2] and since then various notions in classical topology have been extended
lo fuzzy topological space. The concept of complementary toplogy was
introduce in Norman Levine [3]. ln this paper we introduce the concept of
complemenlary 'fuzzy topology by making use of the inierior and the
complementary operator and we discuss and study several interesting
properties of this newly introduced fuzzy topology.
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2" PRELII}lINARIES

tsy a {uzzy topological space we shall mean a non-emply set X together with

afuzzy topology T (in the sense of Chang [2]) and denote it by (X,T).

Let, x e X, tc[O,1]. A f uzzy point is a f uzzy set x, def!ned by

6 0if v *x,xr(y)= 1 iifY =a

The frrzz-y pcint x, is callecl the crisp-point. l*et X l:e {uzzy set in X and 4 a fuzzy

point in X. We say that x, e ), if and only if 4 < i". '-et (X,T) and (f,S) be any two

fuzzy topological spaces. Let f : fr,T) - ff,S) be any function. For any )," e S, we

define f '(1.) asfollows f-1(?') (x) = l"f(x) [6]forailx e X. Also forany p eT, we

define f(p) as follows.

sup f{x} if f1(y) * $
x=i'(y)

()
I(l-I.)(y) = t 0 otherwise

A function f from a fuzzy topological space (X,I) to fuzzy topological space

(f,S) is said to be fuzzy continuous if for each fuzzy open set fu in S the inverse

imaEe t1(i") is fuzzy open set in (X,T). f is catled fuzzy open if the image of

each fuzzy open 2u in (X,T) is fuzzy open set in (YS). Let (X,T) be any fuzzy

topological space.Let i be any fuzzy set in X. We define cl I = n {prl}" <
p,1 -pe T) and inti=v {p/p<}., pe t}. Foranyfuzzysetfuin afuzzy
topological space, it is easy to see that 1-cl2u = int (1-[)t1]. Let (X,T) be any
fuzzy topological space and let,{ be any non-empty subset of X. Let T/A =

{7"1n : R * I l}" eT)" lt is well known that T/A is a fuzzy topology on A and the
pair (A,T/A) is called a fuzzy subspace of X.

3. The Complernentary Fuzzy Topology

Let (X,T) be any fuzzy topoiogical space and let 6" = {int }, 1 t- Iefi.
It is clear that "ts* is a base f or a f uzzy toplogy T* on X and T* c T. We shall
call T" the Complementary fuzzy topology. cl and cl* will denote the closure
operators and int and int* will denote the interior operators relative to T and
T" respectively. The following proposition is easy to establish.
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FRopostroru 3.1 : Let (X,T) be afuzzy topolgicalspace. Then (T*)* = 1*
Corollary 3.1 : Let (X,T) be any fuzzy topological space. Then there exists
a fuzzy topology To for X for which T = To* if and only if T = T*.

PRoposttotl 3.2 : Let (X,T) be any fuzzy topological space and let T* be the
complemenlary fuzzy topology for X. lf 1, eIx, then int cl 7, < int* cl* )".

Proof : lt is easy to see int cl )" < cl )" < cl. 7, ......(1). But int cl ), €8* c T*
......(2). Therefore int* (int ct l,) < int" cl* i" tby (1)lthat is int cl l" < int* cl* X,

lbv (2)1.

Derluttott 3.1 : Let (X,T) be any fuzzy topological space and let 1, be any

fuzzy set in X. Then l, is called a dense fuzzy set if cl l, = 1 and 1, is called
a nowhere dense fuzzy set if int cl l, = 0.

PRoposrroru 3.3 : Let (X,T) be any fuzzy topological space. Then T* is
indiscrete if and only if every fuzzy set l, in X is either T-dense or nowhere
T-dense in X.

Proof : Now T" is indiscrete <+ 1* = {0,1} e E" = {0,1) <* For every T-

closed set ),, int l, = 0 or int )"=1<= for any fuzzy set i, in X, we have int cl 1"=

0 or int cl ), =1 <+ every fuzzy set 1" in X is such that )" is nowhere T-dense
or T-dense.

Remarks : lt is of interest to note that if T., and T, are fuzzy topologies for X
such that T,.T/ then in general T1. eT2.. The following example serves
the purpose.

Example 3.1 : Let X = {a,b,c,} and T, = {0,f,9,h,1} and T, = {0,f,9,h,k,1}
where f :X - [0,1] is such that f (a) = 1, f(b) = O, f(c) =0 ;g :X -r [0,1]issuch
that g(a) = g(b) = 0, g(c) = 1; h : X -+[0,1] is such that h(a) = h(c) =1, h(b) =
0; and k : X-[0,1] is such that k(a) = k (b) = 1, k(c) = 0. lt is easyto check

that T,,c T, but T1' c T2-.

Corollary 3.2 : Let (X,T) be a'fuzzy topological space and suppose X be

any f uzzy set in X. Then (1) if 7, is T. - nowhere dense, then l, is T-nowhere
dense (2) if X is T"-first category. then X is of T-first category.

Proof follows from proposition 3.2.

PRopostnoru 3.4 : (X,T) isfuzzy connected if and only if (X,T) is fuzzy connected.

Proof : Suppose (X,T) is fuzzy connected. Since T"c T, it follows that (X,T)
is fuzzy connected. Conversely suppose (X,Tt) is not fuzzy connected. lf
(X,T.) is nolf uzzy connected, then there exists afuzzy set i, such that it is
'fuzzy T-open and T-closed. It is easy to see that ), is both T--open and T--
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closed which is a contradiction to the assumption. Therefore (X,T) is fuzzy
connected.

Pnopostrton 3.5 : Let (X,T) and (Y,S) be fuzzy topological spaces and suppose

that f : X - Y is continuous and open. Then for each fuzzy set 1" in Y we have

(1) f-1(intfu) = int f-1(f)
(2) f-1(cl)') = cl f-1(I)
(3) f-1(intcli,) = intclf-1()")

Proof of (1) : Now int )" < ), also f-l (int 2") < f-1(I) implies that f-1 (int l,) < int

f-1(7") ......(1). Similarly we can show that int f-1(1") < f'1 (int X,) ......(z). Since

int f 1(l) = f-1 (int l"). Therefore (1) is verified.

Proof of (2) : f1(cl I) = t1[1 -int(1 -?,)] = t - f1[int(1 -],)l = f - int [1 -f1(]"X = cl f'(I).
Hence (2) is verified

Proof of (3) : Follows from (1) and (2).

PRopostttoti 3.6 : Let f : (X,T) * (YS) be fuzzy continuous and open map.

Then f : (X,T") - (YS') is fuzzy continuous.

Proof : Let ), be any S-closed fuzzy set in Y. Then f-1(int ?,,) = int f-1(1,) by
proposition 3.5 and so f-1(intl")e T'.

Example 3.2 : lf f : X*Y is fuzzy continuous and open relative to T and S,

in general, f will not be open relative to T'and S'as shown by.

Let X = {a,b,} and let T = {0,1,f,9} where f(a) = 1, f(b) = 0; g(a) = 0, g(b) = 1 .

Clearly T = T-. Suppose y = {a,bi and S = {0,f, 1}, then 5"= {0,1 }. lf f(x) = 6
for all xeX, then f is fuzzy continuous and fuzzy open relative to T and S.

Br.rt f is not open relative to T. and S".

PRopostnott 3.7 : Let (X*, To) o.o be a non-empty family of non-ernply fuzzy
topological spaces and let (X,T) denote the fuzzy product space^ lf (X,T)
denote the fuzzy product of the family (X,, T.*) 

".,r, 
then T*= T..

Proof : We shall first show that T'e T'. Now for each cr,eA, the projection map

Po : X r X, is fuzzy continuous and fuzzy open relative to T and Tcr and so by

proposition 3.6, P" istuzzy continuous relative to T'and T.*. Since f is the

smallest fuzzy topology for X such that Po : X - X,is fuzzy continuous relative to
T.'for all creA, it follows that T- c T-......(1). Conversely, let l,"eT-. Then
1,.=intp,pisT-closed.Thereforewehave,l,"=intp=ViAp",-1[intcli,",J]=V
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int cl{ A P,,-'[],*,]]. But int cl ]"*, e T""1efld so P*,-l[int cl ],,,J e T". tnis implies
that l,'e T# .Therefore T.q T*. Hence T.= T* the proposition.

PRoposrrtoru 3.8 : Let (X,T) be any fuzzy topological space and let T'be the
cornplemenlary luzzy topology. Let (YT/Y) be any fuzzy subspace of X.

Then (T/11- = T'lY.

Proof : A member of Tl/ may be given as r A 1' where peT. Now int y[1, - (ir A
L.)l = t, - cl". (lr A /r) = 1y - (&A clx p) = xyA[1 x - (xrn ct, p;1 = x.rA[1 * - clx p]

= xrA int*[1* - p] where p e T.

Derm,lnotrt 3.2 : Let (X,T) be any 'fuzzy topological space. (X,T) is called
fuzzy Hausdorff if given any two district fuzzy points p and q in X there
exists fuzzy open set fu,p eT such that pe I, qup and l, <1-p.

PRopostnoru 3.9 : Let (X,T) be any fuzzy topological space and T' be the
complementary fuzzy topology. Then (X,T) is fuzzy Hausdorff if and only if
(X,T) is fuzzy Hausdorff.

Proof : lf (X,T.) is fuzzy Hausdorff then it follows easily that (X,T) is also
fuzzy Hausdorff sinceT.c T. To prove the converse, suppose (X,T) is fuzzy
Hausdroff. Let p and q be two distinct fuzzy points in X. Then there exists
fuzzy open sets 1,, peT such that pei,,qep and 1" <1-p......(1). Hence it
foilows that p e clp and qecll,. Now put 1.,*= int (1-p) n int (cl )") ord p* = 161

(1-h) n int (cl p).clearly i,., il-€ T- and 1- |r" = 1- lint (1-]")n int ct pl = [1-int(1-
l")lv[1-intclp]= sl],vct1t-;r; = cl (1-p) >int(1-p)> ]..[since X<1-p] by(1)
That is 1-ir-> I.. lt is easy to see that p €1,., qFp.. This shows that (X,T) is
fuzzy Hausdorff. Hence the proposition.

Corollary 3.3 : A fuzzy topological space (X,T) is fuzzy Trif and only if for
any two distinct fuzzy points p and q of X, there exists fuzzy sets i, p e T
such that

(1)1-pecll.,1-qeclp

(2) cl )" t cl F <1.

Proof : Let p and q be any two distinct fuzzy points and 1,, p eT be such that
1 - p ecl )",'1 - q e cl pand cl l,+ cl ir<1. Now 1 - p e cl ),implies 1 - p>cl
7". tfrat is p < 1 - cli implies that p e 1 - c17,. Similarly one can see thatq e

1-cl pr. Now clearly 1 - cl)" and 1 - clp are in T- and from the assumption
throughcl)"+cl p<l,itfollowsthatl-cl 7,<cl por'1 -cl p<cl }".This
proves that (X,T') isfuzzy Hausdorff. Therefore by proposition 3.9, (X,T) is
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fuzzy Hausdorff. Conversely, suppose that (X,T) is fuzzy Hausdorff and p

and q are any two distinct fuzzy points of X. Then by proposition 3.9, (X,T")

is fuzzy Hasusdorff. Therefore there exists fuzzy set )" and p which are

T-fuzzy closed and forwhich p eint I, q . int p and f - int i,<int p. Then

1- pe cl (1-2") and 1- qecl (1 - ir). For p e int fu implies p < int ), that is

-p>-inti"thatisl-p>1-int1.=cl(1-7,)impliesthatl-pecl(1-)").similarly
1 -q e cl(1-p). Nowcl(1 -),) +cl (1 - p) = 1 - intl,+ f- int piintp+ f int p

= 1. This proves the converse. Hence the corollary.

Pnoposrtorrr 3.10 : Let T'be the complementary fuzzy topology in (X,T). Then

T = T'if and only if for each fuzzy point p such that 1 - p e 1,, where l, is T-fuzzy

closed, there exists fuzzy sets u, and u, in T r;uch that P €ur, 1' <1-u, and

u,< 1 - u,

Proof : Assume T = T'. Suppose p is a fuzzy point such that 1- pe l, where

7," is T-fuzzy closed. Then p <1- ), eT = T-. Hence there exists aT-fuzzy

closed set u such that p e int u <1- X.Put u. = int u and ur= 1- u. Then p e

u,, 7' <1- int u and 1- ur= 1- (1-u) = u > int u = u,' Therefore 1-u, > u,.

Sufficiency, we will show that T c T'. Let p e p eT and let ),ecl(p)' Then

there exists fuzzy sets u, and u, in T such that pe u,,7u .1 - urand u,. 1 - ur.

But p e1- cl (ur) = int (1-uz) < int 1, < int ci(p). since 1- cl (ur) = (1- ur) e E*.
Therefore p e int (cl p) e E' c"T', it follows that p eT-. Therefore T g T'.
lnen I = I

Corollary 3.4 : lf (X,T) is 'fvzzy regular, then T-= T.

The converse of corollary 3.4 is false as shown by

Example 3.3 : LetX= { a, b, c,} and T = {0, f, g, k, 1}. where f : X-l[0,1] is

such that f(a) = 1, f(b) = 0, f(c) = 0; g :X * [0,1] is such that g(a) = 0,

g(b) = 1, g(c) = 0; k'X - [0,1] is such that k(a) = 1, k(b) = 1, k(c) = 0;

j : X -* [0,1] is such that j(a) = 0, j(b) = t, j(c) = 1. Now (X,T) is not fuzzy

regular since f and j cannot be separated by fuzzy open sets. It is easy to
check that T = T- i.e., T. = {1,9,f,k,0}.

PRopostrtoN 3.11 : Let (X,T) be fuzzy topological space, X, e T and Y c X is

such that is X" is T-dense in X. Then cl(7, n p) = cl?".

Proof : cl (fu A ir) = ct), n clp = cl), n1 = cl),.

PRopostttor,r 3.12 : Let (X,T) be afuzzy topological space and let T" be the
complemenlary f uzzy topology. lf Y c X is such that X" is T-dense in X, then
u'=T'lY where a=TN.
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Remark : ln Proposition 3.12, the condition if yc X such that x" is T_dense
in X cannot be ommited as shown by

Example 3"4 : Let X = ia,b,c,) and let T = {0,f,g,k,1}, where f : X_ [0,1]such
that f(a)=1, f(b)=0, f(c)=6 ;g:X-+ [0,1] is such that g(a) = 0, g(b) = 1, g(c) =0.
k:X - [0,1j is such that k(a) =1, k(b) = 1, k(c) = 0. Then T.= i1,g,f,Q].
consider y = {b,c} c X then clearly x" is not r-dense in X. But {Tly)' +1'1y

Pnoposrnoru 3.i3 : If (X,T) is fuzzy Hausdorff and fuzzy compact, thenY-?r
l- |

Proof : A fuzzy Hausdorff compact space is,{uzzy regular. By corollary 3.4,
we get T=T".

Note : lf (X,T) isfuzzy T, space, then (X,T.) need not befuzzy To as shown
by

Example 3.5 : Let X be an infinite set and suppose that r is fuzzy confinite
topology , then T" = {0,1}.
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